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Charlie Parker faces a crossroad in life. He stumbles through each day from one technology consulting job to
another without much meaning. He is the best at what he does and hired by some of the most prestigious
companies in America. Most men would envy his lifestyle traveling from city to city, living in hotels, eating
in the finest restaurants, all on his client’s dime. But Charlie is unhappy. He needs a woman in his life and
craves finding that right person. One day, like two bolts of lightning, he meets two different women with
very different agendas. Holly Carrington, a straight laced computer geek, works for the Treasury Department
at the height of the 2008 financial crisis. All Holly wants from Charlie is love and affection. April Manning,
a stiletto clad beauty with nothing but sex on her mind, wants Charlie as her boy toy. April dilutes his intense
love affair with Holly and skews the boundaries of what he thinks is right and wrong. He embraces them
both, each for different reasons. Charlie hatches a get rich quick scheme trading stocks using stolen
passwords from Holly. Meanwhile, he helps April cook up some shady banking deals. The plot thickens
when Charlie realizes he is in love with Holly and betrays her by stealing Treasury Department passwords
then using secret email traffic to trade stocks. He struggles to figure out how to undo his dirty deeds and how
to regain Holly’s trust. April acts as his co-dependent in misfortune and leads Charlie further away from the
serious relationship he desires. Charlie tries to justify the means to an end but his web becomes tangled with
lies and deceit. Will Charlie run for cover or find true love?
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From reader reviews:

Joseph Anderson:

Inside other case, little folks like to read book Means to an End. You can choose the best book if you'd prefer
reading a book. Given that we know about how is important any book Means to an End. You can add know-
how and of course you can around the world by a book. Absolutely right, mainly because from book you can
learn everything! From your country till foreign or abroad you will be known. About simple factor until
wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era, we can easily open a book or even searching by
internet product. It is called e-book. You can utilize it when you feel bored to go to the library. Let's
examine.

Catherine Taylor:

Book is usually written, printed, or created for everything. You can realize everything you want by a e-book.
Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important thing to bring us around the world.
Next to that you can your reading skill was fluently. A book Means to an End will make you to end up being
smarter. You can feel more confidence if you can know about every little thing. But some of you think that
will open or reading any book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you fun. Why they may be thought
like that? Have you seeking best book or ideal book with you?

Courtney Osteen:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world adores. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a e-book will give you a lot of new info.
When you read a publication you will get new information due to the fact book is one of numerous ways to
share the information or their idea. Second, looking at a book will make you actually more imaginative.
When you reading a book especially fictional works book the author will bring that you imagine the story
how the personas do it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to other folks. When you read this
Means to an End, you may tells your family, friends and also soon about yours publication. Your knowledge
can inspire average, make them reading a guide.

Sally Canady:

As a pupil exactly feel bored for you to reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the library or even
make summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's internal or
real their pastime. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to go to the library. They go to there but
nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring and can't see colorful
pictures on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important to suit your needs. As we know that
on this time, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, many ways to reach Chinese's
country. Therefore this Means to an End can make you experience more interested to read.
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